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SECUREMAKER.com is a multipurpose Security Suite which every internet user should have installed on his computer. SECUREMAKER.com protects from malicious software, spying and tracking, avoids betray, protects privacy, reduces advertising while increasing surfing speed, marks spammed emails, optimizes and
speeds up computers registry and hard disk, manages startup programs, offers fully automated state of the art email encryption and includes a password generator. SECUREMAKER.com will also easily improve the security forfacebook.com and myspace.com users as well. SECUREMAKER.com is free for private use
and does not require any registration. SECUREMAKER.com is for everyone who wants to avoid spyware and evidence, protect their privacy, filter spammed emails and secure email communication, block assaulting advertisings, tune up computers speed and use the Internet efficiently for private or business use.

SECUREMAKER.com is easy to understand and does exactly what you expect, fast, quickly and smoothly. Here are some key features of "SECUREMAKER com": ￭ INTRUDER PROTECTION ￭ Intruder Securer - locks Scripts, Spyware and Trojaner out from entering your computer. ￭ Computer Securer - puts you back in
control of install attempts on your computer. ￭ Email Worm Securer - helps prevent the spread of email viruses among the world. ￭ EMAIL PROTECTION ￭ Email Securer - outstanding multilevel anti spam filter solution for stopping junk emails. ￭ Confidential Email Delivery - automated encryption of sensitive emails

made easy like snap. ￭ PRIVACY PROTECTION ￭ Privacy Securer - hides in real time tracking information by masking unique information. ￭ Cookie CleanUp - prevents profiling through cookies, avoids web login misusing. ￭ Garbage Cleaner - removes from programs left over garbage from the hard drive. ￭ ADS
PROTECTION ￭ Ads Securer - avoids advertising, speeds up browsing, reduces online access costs. ￭ Google Anti Tracking - comming soon, stay tuned ￭ BETRAY PROTECTION ￭ History Cleaners - prevents betrayal, deletes history logs, speeds up your computer. ￭ Garbage Cleaner - removes from programs left over

garbage from the hard drive. ￭ COMPUTER
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It is easy and safe to hide all critical parts of computer history in one program. In the beginning, you may be terrified that such a program can't protect your privacy, so to be honest, please don't worry about it. SECUREMAKER.com is not a new software, but a logical and effective combination of the fastest antivirus,
antispyware, antiphishing, antiscraping solutions, the most advanced anti-ransomware software, as well as its smart and innovative antispyware technology combined with my well known "spy deletion" software. P.S. SECUREMAKER.com was fully tested and optimized for all latest 7 major browsers and 4 major

operating systems. SECUREMAKER.com Security Features: ￭ Antivirus Checker ￭ Spyware Checker ￭ Malware Checker ￭ Spam Filter ￭ Data tracker & Anti data recorder ￭ Spam Data remover ￭ E-Mail Worm Security ￭ E-mail Worm Add-On (Email Worm Securer) ￭ Todo List Securer ￭ Private Email Securer ￭ Cookie
CleanUp Securer ￭ History CleanUp Securer ￭ Garbage Cleaner ￭ Google Ads Securer ￭ Yahoo Ads Securer ￭ Cookies CleanUp Securer ￭ Google Anti Tracking ￭ Protect your logins, create unique and strong passwords ￭ Add-On for E-mail Worm (Email Worm Securer) ￭ Add-On for Cookie Cleaner (Cookie Cleaner

Securer) ￭ Add-On for History Cleaner (History Cleanup Securer) ￭ Add-On for Garbage Cleaner (Garbage Cleaner Securer) ￭ Add-On for Anti Privacy (Privacy Securer) ￭ Add-On for Cookies Cleaner (Cookies Cleanup Securer) ￭ Add-On for Todo List Securer (Todo List Securer) Please visit our website: Please visit our
Facebook: Please visit our TechReview Blog: DON'T FORGET TO SUBS b7e8fdf5c8
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SECUREMAKER.com is a multipurpose Security Suite which every internet user should have installed on his computer. SECUREMAKER.com protects from malicious software, spying and tracking, avoids betray, protects privacy, reduces advertising while increasing surfing speed, marks spammed emails, optimizes and
speeds up computers registry and hard disk, manages startup programs, offers fully automated state of the art email encryption and includes a password generator. SECUREMAKER.com will also easily improve the security forfacebook.com and myspace.com users as well. SECUREMAKER.com is free for private use
and does not require any registration. SECUREMAKER.com is for everyone who wants to avoid spyware and evidence, protect their privacy, filter spammed emails and secure email communication, block assaulting advertisings, tune up computers speed and use the Internet efficiently for private or business use.
SECUREMAKER.com is easy to understand and does exactly what you expect, fast, quickly and smoothly. Here are some key features of "SECUREMAKER com": ￭ INTRUDER PROTECTION ￭ Intruder Securer - locks Scripts, Spyware and Trojaner out from entering your computer. ￭ Computer Securer - puts you back in
control of install attempts on your computer. ￭ Email Worm Securer - helps prevent the spread of email viruses among the world. ￭ EMAIL PROTECTION ￭ Email Securer - outstanding multilevel anti spam filter solution for stopping junk emails. ￭ Confidential Email Delivery - automated encryption of sensitive emails
made easy like snap. ￭ PRIVACY PROTECTION ￭ Privacy Securer - hides in real time tracking information by masking unique information. ￭ Cookie CleanUp - prevents profiling through cookies, avoids web login misusing. ￭ Garbage Cleaner - removes from programs left over garbage from the hard drive. ￭ ADS
PROTECTION ￭ Ads Securer - avoids advertising, speeds up browsing, reduces online access costs. ￭ Google Anti Tracking - comming soon, stay tuned ￭ BETRAY PROTECTION ￭ History Cleaners - prevents betrayal, deletes history logs, speeds up your computer. ￭ Garbage Cleaner - removes from programs left over
garbage from the hard drive. ￭ COMPUTER

What's New In?

SECUREMAKER.com also blocks all programs by default. The default settings are set to protect your privacy and security of your computer, while offering you the fastest surfing experience. Also, you can set the settings to your preferences, by choosing one or more programs from the "Modules" screen. After that,
you can access SECUREMAKER.com whenever and from wherever you want, as long as you have Internet Connection, Secure WiFi Connection and you have SECUREMAKER.com Downloaded on your computer! SECUREMAKER.com Features: ￭ Intruder protection ￭ Computer protection ￭ Email protection ￭ Privacy
protection ￭ EMAIL SECURITY (Anti-spam) ￭ Cookie protection ￭ Ad protection ￭ Google ads securer ￭ Yahoo ads securer ￭ Tech support ￭ Beta testing ￭ Available on any computer ￭ Free for private use ￭ Mac compatible ￭ Random email protection ￭ Unique and strong passwords ￭ Password generator ￭ Hard drive
cleaning ￭ Windows Explorer cleanup ￭ Windows system protection ￭ Extra start up programs ￭ Auto run programs ￭ Registry clean up ￭ System information ￭ Registry cleanup ￭ Display system information ￭ System defragment ￭ Registry cleanup ￭ Windows explorer cleanup ￭ Cookies cleanup ￭ Internet speed up ￭
Internet speed up ￭ Browser speed up ￭ Browser speed up ￭ Desktop screen saver ￭ Email screen saver ￭ Wallpaper screen saver ￭ E-mail screen saver ￭ Whitelist ￭ Blacklist ￭ DNS speed up ￭ Browsing speed up ￭ Firewall protection ￭ Virus protection ￭ Malware protection ￭ Spyware protection ￭ Spyware cleanup ￭
Tracking protection ￭ Technologists ￭ Dictators ￭ Dictators ￭ Casa Grande ￭ Missing ￭ Unusual ￭ Unusual ￭ Cosmos �
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 Intel or AMD CPU 4GB RAM DirectX® 11 graphics card DirectX® 12 graphics card Blu-ray Disc™ drive or DVD drive Gigabit Ethernet port and Internet connection Additional Requirements: DVD-Video playback device with DTS-HD audio or a Blu-ray Disc player with DTS-HD and/or lossless audio support
Support Notes: The Blu-ray disc with either DTS-HD Master Audio or DTS-HD MA 5
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